
Trivia
1. What is wasabi?
2. Is our “funny bone” a bone or a nerve?
3. Identical twins have identical fingerprints—T/F?
4. In which sea would you find the Great Barrier Reef?
5. Who said, “Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody 
else”?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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Everybody’s Talking
Bear scare Two women in the northern Canadian city of 
Whitehorse, Yukon, had to take evasive action to get away from 
a mama bear, which had two cubs in tow. Michelle Beaulieu and 
Anya Zimmerman were biking along a narrow trail near the Yukon 
River when the protective mother confronted them. The women 
ended up abandoning their bikes and swimming across the river 
to the other side. Luckily, a boat came along. The driver picked 
them up, retrieved their bikes, and got them safely out of the area.

Looking for dinner Diners in a restaurant in the town of Canmore, 
Alberta (Canada), got quite a surprise when a bear wandered in 
through the open doors to check things out. The cooking aroma 
coming from the Gaucho Brazilian Barbecue must have been too 
much to resist. The young bear scared the restaurant’s customers, 
but didn’t stay long. After only a few seconds, it turned around 
and walked out, taking another look through the window before 
running away. Peter Holub, the restaurant’s owner, plans to keep 
the front door closed from now on.

Sticky stuff A certain type of glue made by an industrial 
adhesives company in Germany really sticks. DELO went to great 
lengths to show the strength of its brand of strong glue. Company 
representatives arranged to suspend a truck, which weighed over 
17.20 metric tonnes (37,919 lbs.), one metre above the ground 
by attaching it to a crane using a small amount of their glue. The 
stunt worked. The glue held the truck off the ground for an hour. 
Because this adhesive is used in the automotive industry and is 
not commercially available, it’s not possible to get it at a local 
hardware store!

Waterlogged Television reporters will do lots of things to get their 
stories to viewers, but Azadar Hussain of Pakistan did something 
unique to bring the plight of his country into the limelight. Kot 
Chatta, in Pakistan’s Punjab region had experienced damaging 
flooding, so Hussain decided to stand in floodwaters, with only 
his head, hand, and microphone above water. From there, he 
proceeded to do his report of the repercussions of the flooding. 
Although what he did could be perceived as dangerous, the 
reporter was able to attract worldwide attention from his on-
location newscast.

Quoteable Quotes
“Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely.” —Lord Acton
“…we find at the end of a perfect day
When Silence speaks for Love she has much to say. —Richard 
Garnett

What’s Happening
Events listed here are submitted by Event Organizers. Due to 
COVID 19, please ensure you contact the organizer to see if the 
event is still going ahead as planned.

Mar 15- May 20Bonnyville Health Centre Ladies Auxiliary 
Bursary Program B’ville Hosp. Auxiliary are offering 2 x $1000 
Bursaries to students enrolled in and attending their second year 
of health related program.  Applications are available at the Info. 
Desk or the Gift Shop at the B’ville Hospital.  Must be rec. by 
May 2020

July 18 - Cold Lake Air Show Come join in on the fun! tickets 
available, and more information at coldlakeairshow.com

NON profit organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca/whats-happening
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